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Abstract— We present an application for distributed semantic concept detection in multimedia streams. The streams are mined using Support Vector Machine based concept detectors (classifiers) deployed on a distributed stream processing system. We organize the classifiers into a hierarchical topology based on semantic relationships between the concepts of interest, and use the system resource manager to place the topology across a set of processing nodes. We then develop distributed game theoretic optimization strategies for dynamic adaptation of individual classifier operating characteristics in order to maximize end-to-end application utility under varying resource availability. As part of this paper, we will demonstrate the principles behind large-scale multimedia stream mining, and showcase the design, development, deployment, and distributed adaptation of such applications on a large scale cluster. A video demonstration of the system can be found at: http:// childman.bol.ucla.edu/ICDM/demovideoicdm2009.swf Keywords – multimedia mining, stream processing, semantic concept detection, large-scale mining, resource adaptive mining.



I. I NTRODUCTION Recently, there has been the emergence of several applications that require mining and classification of continuous, high volume multimedia streams. These include online photo and video streaming services, search engines, spam filters, surveillance applications, etc. Each application may be viewed as a processing pipeline that analyzes streaming data from a set of raw data sources to extract valuable information in real time. In order to handle the naturally distributed set of data sources and jobs, as well as high computational burdens for the analysis, distributed stream mining systems have been recently developed [1]. These systems leverage computational resources from a set of distributed processing nodes and provide the framework to deploy and run different stream mining applications on various resource topologies. Such decomposition and distributed deployment has significant merits in terms of scalability, reliability, and performance objectives of large-scale, real-time stream mining applications. In this paper, we focus on an application for real-time semantic concept detection in multimedia streams, deployed on a stream mining system. We construct these applications as topologies of networked binary concept detectors (classifiers), built using Support Vector Machines (SVMs). These classifiers are organized into topologies based on the semantic relationships between concepts of interest. We then develop novel distributed resource adaptation algorithms using game theoretic principles to dynamically configure these applications to optimally tradeoff computational complexity versus classification accuracy. We demonstrate this dynamic resource adaptation for multimedia mining on distributed stream processing systems, by building a real application for semantic concept detection in sports images. We use the developed application to highlight the performance-complexity tradeoffs, as well as motivate requirements of large-scale stream mining applications. This paper is organized as



follows. We start with a background of the analytics in Section II and streaming systems in Section III. We then describe the application of interest, proposed adaptation algorithms, and implementation details in Section IV. We also present the visual interfaces, and preliminary results along with directions for future work in Section V. II. M ULTIMEDIA C ONCEPT D ETECTION The task of multimedia semantic concept detection has been extensively investigated in recent years. It has been shown that, with enough training data, these classifiers can reach the level of maturity needed for semantic applications, such as multimedia retrieval. The detection of semantic concepts from multimedia content is often posed as a set of binary supervised learning problems, which aim to categorize manually annotated examples through low-level image/video features. Many prior studies [5] have demonstrated that a large number of semantic concepts can be inferred from lowlevel multi-modal features via supervised learning algorithms. These low-level features can be extracted from different visual descriptors, such as color histogram, color correlogram, color moments, cooccurrence texture, wavelet texture and edge histogram. Individual classifiers are built per concept on each low-level feature and the associated data annotations. In the literature, a large variety of learning approaches have been investigated, including SVMs, HMMs, kNN, logistic regression, AdaBoost, etc. [5]. Among them, SVMs are considered as the state-of-art modeling approaches with sound theoretical justifications. They aim to linearly separate the training data with a maximal margin in a transformed feature space, based on the structure risk minimization principle. In the prediction stage, the SVM models are used to evaluate target images for the concept presence/absence, and generate a confidence measure for ranking. The decision function can be expressed as a generalized linear combination of training samples: ! N X y = sign yi αi K(x, xi ) + b , (1) i=1



where K(xi , xj ) is a kernel function, α = {α1 , ..., αM } is the support vector weights, x is the feature vector of a test example and offset b represents the model parameters. In this work, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel K(u, v) = exp(−γku − vk2 ) is used due to its flexibility to capture the non-linear decision boundaries, and its generalizability for testing. Before the learning process, the distribution of positive and negative data is re-balanced by randomly down-sampling the negative data. We use 2-fold cross validation to select the RBF kernel parameters, the relative cost factors of positive vs. negative examples, feature normalization schemes, and the weights between training error and margin. It has been shown that the learning time complexity of state-of-theart SVM implementations is of the order O(mn2 ), and the prediction
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time complexity is of the order O(mn), where m is the number of feature dimension, and n the number of support vectors. Hence, baseline SVM approaches do not scale to real-world multimedia collections that often contain hundreds, thousands or even millions of data samples, especially under real-time requirements. Hence, it is critical to use a distributed platform for semantic concept detection, to dynamically allocate limited computing resources to the most critical classifiers, and to adaptively modify the resource management policies to optimize performance. III. S TREAM P ROCESSING S YSTEMS Stream computing [2], [3] connects individual data sources to a highly distributed and self optimizing transport and analysis backbone. Our applications are built on top of the System S stream processing core middleware [1] - an API implementation for effective parallel execution of operators on streaming data, which is deployed on a grid of one or more parallel connected CPUs. We provide an architectural overview of the system in Fig. 1. The System S core is built around the following main components • Dataflow Graph Manager (DGM): This component is responsible for determining streaming connections among operators and conveying this to the Data Fabric component. It is also responsible for consulting with the resource management module to determine the placement of operators onto processing nodes. • Resource Manager (RM): The RM determines operator placement based on various resource constraints and runtime resource usage measurements gathered from the DF daemons. The RM also periodically makes global resource allocation decisions (e.g., CPU and network bandwidth) for operators and streams. • Data Fabric (DF): The DF comprises a set of distributed data transport daemons, one on each node supporting the system. It is in charge of establishing transport connections between operators and moving stream data from producers to consumers. The developed system supports dynamic composition and deployment of new applications (as stream processing graphs) that can be created on the fly, while adapting to user query requests and relative shift of priorities. The actual application is developed using SPADE [4], which is the System S front-end for application development and deployment. SPADE provides an intermediate language for flexible composition of distributed dataflow graphs, a toolkit of type-generic stream processing operators (PE’s), and a set of stream adapters (sources/sinks) to ingest/publish data from/to external sources. SPADE allows us to rapidly develop our application operators based on either built-in or user-extensible operator sets, and to efficiently deploy the operators on the underlying distributed computing infrastructure. The System S middleware has been extensively tested under different application workloads and distributed across
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multiple heterogeneous underlying processor architectures including X86, Power PC, FPGAs, GPUs, Blue Gene nodes, etc. IV. D EMO D ESCRIPTION As part of this paper, we demonstrate the design, deployment, and adaptation of a multimedia mining application on System S. The application of interest involves determining semantic concepts of interest from streaming images. In particular, using the SVM based Marvel classifiers, we attempt to classify sports images into six concepts of interest - Little League Baseball, Basketball, Cricket, Skating, Skiing and Tennis, each of which identifies a specific type of sport (Fig. 2). In practice, under high streaming data volume, and limited resource availability, it is not possible to run these classifiers in parallel on all available images. Thus, we introduce a set of additional intermediate concept detectors, in order to construct a hierarchical topology of classifiers, such that not all classifiers need to process all the images. For instance, using a set of additional pre-filtering classifiers for Team Sports, Winter Sports, Ice Sports, Racquet Sports and Baseball concept identification, we can build a classifier tree as shown in Fig. 3. These pre-filters are selected based on the semantic relationships between the classes of interest. For instance, the Team Sports classifier is used to filter data relevant to the Little League, Cricket and Basketball classifiers, the Winter Sports classifier to filter data relevant to Skating and Skiing, and the Racquet Sports classifier to filter data relevant to Tennis. Note that the mutually exclusive nature of the concepts Team Sports, Winter Sports and Racquet Sports allows further optimization in terms of identifying them in series, i.e., passing only data that does not belong to a class to the next class. Using the constructed hierarchy, the amount of data that each classifier needs to process is likely to be significantly lower than the total data volume – depending on the a-priori probability of concept occurrence, thereby leading to savings in resource consumption. Once the application topology is determined, we use the system RM to distribute the classifiers across a set of distributed processing nodes. This placement is performed based on a multi-objective optimization that accounts for the resource requirements of the application, the resource consumption of currently running other applications, and the resource capabilities of the processing nodes. While this multi-objective optimization provides efficient rate and load balancing, it is agnostic to the actual application utility and performance. In general, for multimedia mining applications, this utility depends on the underlying data characteristics, classifier probability of false alarm versus missed detection tradeoffs, and the application specified penalty for misclassification. Hence, we propose to improve



end-to-end application performance by dynamically optimizing the application based on the underlying system resource availability and the input stream rates. Due to the distributed nature of the system, as well as the potential requirements on scaling and fault tolerance, we develop dynamic and distributed optimization strategies based on a game theoretic approach. These strategies enable individual classifiers in the topology to dynamically adapt their operations based on a local utility-resource tradeoff, and to expose this operation characteristic to neighboring classifiers based on information exchange mechanisms. This allows for a flexible, low complexity, dynamic optimization. These distributed strategies are discussed in the following sections.



D points (pF i , pi ) represents the DET curve – a non-decreasing concave function. In this paper, we assume that CU ci has Ai , |Ai | multiple operating points, where Ai is determined based on a quantization of the DET curve – represented by a differentiable concave function F fi : [0, 1] → [0, 1], defined as pD pF i = fi (pi ), for 0 ≤  i ≤ 1. F D Thus, if ci selects its operating pik , pik ∈ Ai  =   point aik



, fi Ak−1 . Similarly, the (1 ≤ k ≤ |Ai |), it operates at Ak−1 i −1 i −1 ¯ i for CU c¯i can be defined. available operating point set A The input stream for classifier Ci is characterized by throughput ti and goodput gi , which represent total data rate and correctly labeled data rate, respectively. The average fraction of the input stream data that represents true positive for CU ci is denoted by φi . φi is predetermined based on the classifier topology and data characteristics. For c¯i , φ¯i = 1 − φi . Based on the input stream characteristics (i.e., ti and gi ) and the operating points of Ci , the output stream rates (t0i , gi0 ) and (t¯0i , g¯i0 ) may be determined as  0     0    ti t¯i ti ti ¯ = Ti , and = Ti , (2) gi0 gi g¯i0 gi ¯ i are given by where Ti and T  F   D  F pi φi (pD pF ¯D i − pi ) i −p i ) ¯ i = p¯i φi (¯ Ti = , and T . D D 0 φi pi 0 φ¯i p¯i , B. Distributed Classifier Configuration
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A. Self-Configuring Binary Classifier Tree We construct a topology of classifiers to identify semantic concepts from streaming image data using hierarchical filtering. Leaf classifiers represent the actual class of interest, while intermediate classifiers assist in pre-filtering based on a semantic concept relationships. In this topology, each binary classifier filters input data into the “yes” class and the “no” class (Fig. 4). Thus, a classifier Ci is modeled as two classification units (CUs), i.e., Ci = {ci , c¯i }, corresponding to the “yes” and “no” outputs, respectively.



The performance of a CU ci in the tree topology discussed in Section IV-A can be measured by its local utility, defined as i h 0 M , (3) Ui (ai ) = − (t0i − gi0 )λF i + Λi − gi λi M where λF i and λi denote cost/penalty coefficients per unit data rate of false alarm and miss for CU ci . The local utility of c¯i can also be similarly defined. Note that these coefficients can be determined by backward-propagation from leaf classifiers [7]. As shown in (3), the performance of each classifier clearly depends on its selected operating point. Therefore, each classifier can determine its own operating point that maximizes its individual local utility, i.e., the optimal operating point can be determined as



a∗i =



arg max



Ui (ai ),



(4)



,pD ∈Ai ai =(pF ik ik )



which enables each classifier to adaptively and dynamically determine its own operating points in a distributed manner. Moreover, as shown in our prior work [7], the operating points of all the CUs selected based on (4) always converge, where the convergence time only increases linearly with the tree depth. It is also shown that this algorithm approaches the optimal solution asymptotically with increasing number of available operating points per classifier. While the performance of the application can be additionally improved by deploying the coalition-based foresighted strategy [6], it requires more information exchanges and computational complexity. Hence, in this paper, we focus on demonstrating how the proposed strategy can be deployed in the IBM System S processing core middleware. Fig. 4.



A Classifier Ci with two CUs (ci , c¯i ).



The operation of ci (¯ ci ) is controlled by its tradeoff between D probability of false alarm pF pF i (¯ i ) and probability of detection pi (¯ pD ). The two CUs have mutually independent operating points, i as they use the independent thresholds (one for “yes” and one for “no”) for score based classifiers (e.g. SVM). The set of operating



C. Application Implementation/Visualization In order to avoid modifying the classification algorithms, we implement the application as two separate connected jobs - 1) a “data” job, which processes the image streams, detecting the concepts of interest, and 2) a “control” job, which monitors and optimizes the data job. The control job uses one monitoring operator per classifier in the data job, where the monitoring operator determines an operating point
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based on the proposed strategy using observed data characteristics and underlying resource availability. The monitoring operators also exchange information among themselves to improve the end-to-end utility. This separation into two jobs isolates the flow of data from the flow of control information, allowing for scalable and dynamic adaptation. We visualize the two jobs, deployed on our system, using a graphical visual streams interface, shown in Fig. 6.
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The links in the control job represent connections for information exchange, while the links in the data job represent connections for image data streams. This graphical interface also displays the placement of operators across distributed nodes and characteristics of the application such as number of images processed, buffer fullness, computational resource consumption of each operator etc. In addition, we also provide a web-based visual interface to highlight the classification results. As shown in Fig. 5, the interface continuously displays the last five processed images with a bounding box, colored as either green (for correctly classified data) or red (for misclassified data). The predicted label, true label, and the confidence of the classifier per image are also displayed, as is a running count of the images processed and the confusion matrix. V. R ESULTS AND E XPERIENCE We perform preliminary experiments using 181 images streamed across the application, deployed on one processing node, at 10 images/sec. Results of the classification, with and without adaptation to the resource constraints of the node, are shown in Figure 7. YB, BB, CR, TE, SI, SK, Ot represent Youth Baseball, Basketball, Cricket, Tennis, Skiing, Skating, and Others, respectively. The total number of images classified with and without adaptation are different because the adaptive classification can discard images with low confidence scores. This results in much fewer misclassified images, with a total
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false alarm rate of 78/181 without, and 26/181 with adaptation, and missed detection of 35/138 without and 27/138 with adaptation. We are in the process of performing large scale evaluations of our applications using multiple processing nodes, higher image streaming rates, higher number of concepts, and with extended novel coalitionbased foresighted optimization strategies. We are also developing guidelines on large-scale stream and multimedia mining based on this experience. During the demonstration, we will highlight the different aspects of developing, deploying, and adapting multimedia mining using stream processing systems. We will demonstrate the application design and development using an integrated development environment, showcase application optimization in terms of parallelization, placement etc. and present the distributed adaptation under resource constraints. We will also demonstrate large-scale deployment of the application by connecting to a remote distributed cluster in IBM. R EFERENCES [1] L. A MINI , H. A NDRADE , F. E SKESEN , R. K ING , Y. PARK , P. S ELO , AND C. V ENKATRAMANI , The stream processing core, Tech. Report RSC 23798, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, November 2005. [2] M. BALAZINSKA , H. BALAKRISHNAN , S. M ADDEN , AND M. S TONE BRAKER , Fault tolerance in the borealis distributed stream processing system, in SIGMOD, June 2005, pp. 13–24. [3] M. C HERNIACK , H. BALAKRISHNAN , M. BALAZINSKA , D. C ARNEY, U. C ¸ ETINTEMEL , Y. X ING , AND S. B. Z DONIK, Scalable distributed stream processing, in CIDR, January 2003. [4] B. G EDIK , H. A NDRADE , K.-L. W U , P. S. Y U , AND M. D OO, SPADE: The System S Declarative Stream Processing Engine, in Proc. of SIGMOD, 2008. [5] M. R. NAPHADE AND J. R. S MITH, On the detection of semantic concepts at trecvid, in Proceedings of the 12th annual ACM international conference on Multimedia, New York, NY, USA, 2004, pp. 660–667. [6] H. PARK , D. S. T URAGA , O. V ERSCHEURE , AND M. VAN DER S CHAAR, A framework for distributed stream mining systems using coalition-based foresighted strategies, in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Process. (ICASSP ’09), Apr. 2009, pp. 1585–1588. [7] H. PARK , D. S. T URAGA , O. V ERSCHEURE , AND M. VAN DER S CHAAR, Tree configuration games for distributed stream mining systems, in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Process. (ICASSP ’09), Apr. 2009, pp. 1773–1776.
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